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WELCOME FROM THE PRINCIPAL 
 

Congratulations to all the staff, students and families of Marri Grove Primary School for another 

wonderful year of achievements and successes in 2017. Our departing year 6 students represented 

the extraordinary talents of our student community with a number of individuals receiving 

scholarships and awards from a range of high school establishments, in recognition of both academic 

and sporting accomplishments. 

 

Highlights 

Highlights of the year included the usual sports carnivals, incursions, excursions, year 6 camps 

(Canberra and Point Peron), Easter and book week parades, but also saw the school reaching the 

finals of the Wakakirri competition and winning several accolades at the live performance. The hard 

work and dedication of our performing arts teachers, Claire Drew and Siubhan Bridge, students across 

the school and a core group of committed parents and teachers proved that we can achieve anything 

that we set our minds to. 

During the year we saw the completion of the school fencing which will benefit the school in many 

ways, not least in ensuring the security of our students, buildings and grounds on a daily basis. Whilst 

established trees were, unfortunately, lost in the process of installing the fence, the opportunity for 

the school community to come together presented itself and, under the watchful eye of gardener 

Rowan Smith, students from all classes worked together to replant a range of bushes, trees and 

plants.  

In 2017, the school commenced participation in a 3-year Fogarty EDvance* School Improvement 

Program. By participating in this program, we committed to collectively meeting targets focused on 

the following key areas: 

 

• Student academic achievement 

• The health and wellbeing of the school community 

• Staff instructional capacity 

 

One of the main focus areas was to continue work on improving student performance in reading, 

spelling and numeracy as assessed by the annual NAPLAN test results.  As part of the program, we 

have received support to identify and implement evidence-based interventions aimed at improving 

students’ literacy achievement.  This work will lead to Dr Lorraine Hammond working with our school 

in 2018 to ensure that we provide solid foundation skills from the early years of education. 

 

*What is Fogarty EDvance? 

We offer an integrated leadership, management and support program, tailored to the needs of each school. We 
believe supporting school leaders is one of the most effective ways to improve educational outcomes for 

disadvantaged children. 
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We also began plans to deliver measurable and sustainable improvements in literacy achievement, 

focusing on students at risk of not achieving to their full potential. This will be achieved through the 

implementation of MiniLit*, which will begin early in 2018, and MacqLit later in the year.  

 

 
This is the first year that the school has been an Independent Public School. Becoming an 

Independent Public School has enabled us to continue to develop as a distinctive and responsive 

school, supporting the dreams and aspirations of our community. I would like to acknowledge and 

thank our committed educators who work tirelessly to provide an engaging and diverse curriculum 

for the students, and also our dedicated governance groups such as the School Board and Parents 

and Citizens (P&C). The time, support, ideas and feedback provided by our amazing volunteers go a 

long way towards making our wonderful school community so special and unique. Thank you!  

Looking Ahead 

Due to changes in staffing and curriculum focus areas, we will be introducing a new Technology 

specialist teaching area for 2018, moving science back into the capable hands of classroom teachers. 

In line with new direction from the Department of Education, we will also be introducing Indonesian 

language in years 3-6 and Indonesian culture in years 1 and 2. Teachers will continue to focus on 

Soundwaves and iMaths as programs for refining the teaching of spelling and mathematics, as well as 

using the You Can Do It! program to support students in learning how to recognise and meet their 

own social and emotional needs, and those of others.  

To streamline the natural collaborative process of educating students, teacher will begin working in  

Professional Learning Communities (PLCs)* within their respective year levels from the start of 2018. 

School timetables will be planned to reflect the need for collaborative time each week. 

 

I am confident that I speak on behalf of all the staff at Marri Grove Primary School in saying that we look 

forward to continuing the work outlined in the School Business Plan 2017-2019, to reaping the everyday 

rewards of working with our wonderful students and to the challenges and opportunities brought by a new 

year. 

 

Rachel Dowling 

a/Principal 

  

 

 

*What is MiniLit? 

MiniLit is an evidence-based, effective and cost-effective early literacy program. It is a practical, systematic, explicit 
and effective model for teaching reading skills. 

 

*What is a Professional Learning Community (PLC)? 

A PLC, is a group of educators that meets regularly, shares expertise, and works collaboratively to improve teaching 
skills and the academic performance of students 
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SCHOOL CONTEXT 
 
Marri Grove opened in 1993 and is a key part of the ever-growing Byford community. Our families represent 

the broad demographic of this area and are enthusiastic about their children and the education provided by 

this school.  

 

Marri Grove Primary School is a newly independent public school that earns the respect of the community for 

the quality of the education it offers. Our school is strong and we work to ensure that:  

 

- Marri Grove Primary School is an excellent school 

- Every teacher at Marri Grove Primary School is an effective teacher 

- Every student at Marri Grove Primary School is a successful student 

 

At Marri Grove in 2017, we placed a strong emphasis on the key curriculum areas of Literacy, Numeracy, 

Science and Humanities and Social Sciences (HASS). Children received a balanced curriculum based on the 

West Australian Curriculum and the Early Years Learning Framework.  

 

Students in Years 3 to 6 studied Indonesian. They also had the opportunity to learn a musical instrument 

through the DoE WA School of Instrumental Music and children had the opportunity to participate in the 

Performing Arts. 

 

Our staff members provided children with access to learning programs that were differentiated to suit their 

individual learning needs. This included the provision of appropriate intervention strategies for those children 

requiring additional help with the support of quality education assistants working across the school. 

 

Children have access to computer technology throughout the school and across all year levels. Classrooms are 

equipped with interactive whiteboards, notebooks and iPads. All staff members were provided with the 

opportunity to participate in relevant professional learning throughout 2017 to ensure their ability to deliver 

all aspects of the curriculum using the latest technology.  

 

Our school is well maintained and resourced. Occupying the entire site, children have plenty of space to play 

and participate in many sporting activities. The classrooms are configured in blocks, all with wet areas, staff 

preparation facilities as well as teaching areas. A Library, Science room, Performing Arts room and Under Cover 

area for assemblies and special events.  

 

Our Parent and Citizens Association maintain a Canteen that operates five days a week and a Uniform Store. 

 

The school had access to the services of both a Psychologist and School Chaplain, as well as employing the 

services of an experienced AIEO (Aboriginal and Islander Education Officer).  

 

The school also had an Out of School Hours (OSH) Club – Before and After School Care Centre, which will 

continue next year. 
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STUDENT PROGRESS AND ACHIEVEMENT 

NAPLAN 2015 TO 2017 
 

 

This graph looks at both the achievement and the progress of students from Year 3 to Year 5.  
 
Achievement is the average NAPLAN result for a cohort of students.   
Progress is the difference between the average NAPLAN score for students tested at the school in two test cycles (stable cohort). 
Because there is no progress result for Year 3 students, the graphs can only represent the achievement and progress of Year 5, 7 and 9 
students. 
 
The achievement and progress of Marri Grove students is compared here to Like West Australian Schools.  
 
The two zero (0) lines represent the achievement (horizontal) and the progress (vertical) of the comparative group of students. 
 
The dots represent both the achievement and progress of the school's stable cohort in Year 5. 
 
The scale is the difference in NAPLANs (the scale for the NAPLAN results) between the school and the comparative group. Negative 
numbers indicate performance below the comparative group. Positive numbers indicate performance above the comparative group. 
 
The quadrants identify whether the students are progressing and achieving at a lower or higher rate to the comparative group of 
students. 
 
From this graph, we can see that from Year 3 to Year 5 students made higher progress and higher achievement in Spelling in 
comparison with Like schools. In Reading, Numeracy and Grammar, while progress was marginally higher, achievement was not. 
Writing was disappointing for this cohort with both lower achievement and lower performance. 
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STUDENT PERFORMANCE NAPLAN 2017 
 

The two graphs below show the trends in NAPLAN scores in all five areas measured on the tests from 2012 to 

2017. The preferred area to be is, obviously, in the green or at any rate not in the red! The trend lines for this 

school are relatively stable. This is an okay position to be in, however, not an ideal one. 

 

Year 3 performance is concerning especially in the area of Reading where it has been on the decline since 

2014. This is a situation that needs to be addressed through the whole school plan; similarly Numeracy. In Year 

5 performance is generally trending up, however Writing is an area of concern. 
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COMPARISONS WITH LIKE SCHOOLS 

(NAPLAN) 
 

A key comparison for the school is how does our performance compare with schools that are considered “like” 

us. In this context, this means schools that are statistically similar to this one. While this is a “good” basis for 

comparison, a more aspirational target would be schools that a more reflective of the Australian mean. For 

now, however, our focus will remain on like schools. 

 

Year 3 

Performance by the Year 3 students on NAPLAN in 2017 when compared with like schools was disappointing. 

However, we recognise and acknowledge that we can do better, thus the decision in 2016 to seek additional 

support through the Fogarty EDvance Program. The school will also be looking at improving our processes for 

early identification and targeted explicit instruction in areas that need greater attention. Provision of Learning 

Area Leaders and the continued development of whole school plans will also give greater direction to 

improvements that we can make. 

 

YEAR 3 READING 2017 

    LIKE SCHOOLS SCHOOL DIFFERENCE 

TOP 20% 15 10 WORSE 

MIDDLE 60% 61 50 WORSE 

BOTTOM 20% 24 40 WORSE 

MEAN SCORE 399 356 -43 

 
   YEAR 3 NUMERACY 2017 

    LIKE SCHOOLS SCHOOL DIFFERENCE 

TOP 20% 13 10 WORSE 

MIDDLE 60% 64 61 WORSE 

BOTTOM 20% 23 29 WORSE 

MEAN SCORE 380 365 -15 

    YEAR 3 SPELLING 2017 

    LIKE SCHOOLS SCHOOL DIFFERENCE 

TOP 20% 15 16 BETTER 

MIDDLE 60% 64 61 WORSE 

BOTTOM 20% 21 23 WORSE 

MEAN SCORE 391 386 -5 
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YEAR 3 WRITING 2017 

    LIKE SCHOOLS SCHOOL DIFFERENCE 

TOP 20% 13 10 WORSE 

MIDDLE 60% 67 60 WORSE 

BOTTOM 20% 20 31 WORSE 

MEAN SCORE 393 377 -16 

    YEAR 3 GRAMMAR AND PUNCTUATION 2017 

  LIKE SCHOOLS SCHOOL DIFFERENCE 

TOP 20% 14 10 WORSE 

MIDDLE 60% 64 61 WORSE 

BOTTOM 20% 23 29 WORSE 

MEAN SCORE 403 377 -26 

 

Year 5 

The performance of the Year 5 students was generally better than that of the Year 3 students. Spelling 

continues to be an area of strength. This supports the continued use of Sound Waves and synthetic phonics 

across the school. Both Writing and Grammar were handled quite well by the students, but more work is 

needed across the board. The school will continue to be committed to both areas of Literacy and Numeracy 

and a comprehensive, resourced whole school plan will be implemented in 2017 to support students and 

teachers. 

 

YEAR 5 READING 2017 

    LIKE SCHOOLS SCHOOL DIFFERENCE 

TOP 20% 15 14 WORSE 

MIDDLE 60% 64 62 WORSE 

BOTTOM 20% 22 24 WORSE 

MEAN SCORE 473 468 -5 

 

 

YEAR 5 NUMERACY 2017 

    LIKE SCHOOLS SCHOOL DIFFERENCE 

TOP 20% 12 14 BETTER 

MIDDLE 60% 63 60 WORSE 

BOTTOM 20% 25 26 WORSE 

MEAN SCORE 467 466 -1 

    
 

YEAR 5 SPELLING 2017 

    LIKE SCHOOLS SCHOOL DIFFERENCE 

TOP 20% 13 14 BETTER 

MIDDLE 60% 66 69 BETTER 

BOTTOM 20% 20 17 BETTER 

MEAN SCORE 478 485 7 
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YEAR 5 WRITING 2017 

    LIKE SCHOOLS SCHOOL DIFFERENCE 

TOP 20% 13 10 WORSE 

MIDDLE 60% 66 55 WORSE 

BOTTOM 20% 21 31 WORSE 

MEAN SCORE 450 437 -13 

    
YEAR 5 GRAMMAR 2017 

    LIKE SCHOOLS SCHOOL DIFFERENCE 

TOP 20% 13 16 BETTER 

MIDDLE 60% 70 64 WORSE 

BOTTOM 20% 18 21 WORSE 

MEAN SCORE 466 461 -5 
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TEACHER JUDGEMENTS – ATTITUDE, 

BEHAVIOUR AND EFFORT (YEAR 3 TO 6) 
 

The four graphs below show Attitude, Behaviour and Effort (ABE) data from Semester 1 2017 Reporting for 

Year 3 to Year 6. The eight areas covered by these graphs are: 

1. Works to the best of his/her ability 

2. Shows self-respect and care 

3. Shows courtesy and respect for the rights of others 

4. Participates responsibly in social and civic activities 

5. Cooperates productively and builds positive relationships with others 

6. Is enthusiastic about learning 

7. Sets goals and works towards them with perseverance 

8. Shows confidence in making positive choices and decisions 

 

It is clearly apparent that the students at this school are developing into wonderful members of the 

community. No child is perfect, nor would we expect them to be. There are always areas for concern however, 

these can be and are effectively managed at a classroom level. All students are making an effort, behaving 

appropriately and demonstrating the correct attitude at least some of the time.  
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TEACHER JUDGEMENTS – ATTITUDE, 

BEHAVIOUR AND EFFORT (PRE PRIMARY TO 

YEAR 2) 
 

The three graphs below show Attitude, Behaviour and Effort (ABE) data from Semester 1 2017 Reporting for 

Pre-Primary to Year 2. The nine areas covered by these graphs are: 

1. Displays independence 

2. Makes positive choices with confidence 

3. Reflects on and talks about own learning 

4. Displays perseverance 

5. Expresses emotions appropriately 

6. Respects the ideas, feelings and needs of others 

7. Resolves conflicts in a positive manner 

8. Interacts with peers and adults in acceptable ways 

9. Collaborates in group activities 

 

The ABE areas in Early Childhood are slightly different to those in the older students’ reports. Nevertheless, the 

same trends can be seen. Given the maturational level of these students, it is not surprising to see that 

“Sometimes” appears more often in these graphs. Being reflective is a difficult skill to master so it is not 

surprising that this area stands out. Making appropriate choices is another area that stands out and, again, is 

one that time will benefit. Students at this school are well behaved and receptive to instruction. The continued 

application of the school’s value program, “You Can Do It”, with its emphasis on core values is well understood 

by students from the earliest years of school. 
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SEMESTER 1, 2017 REPORTING 
The charts below show the grade distributions given by class and/or specialist teachers in the areas of English, 

Mathematics, HASS and Science. They show that the majority of students in this school are performing at a C 

grade level in these four areas. This means that the performance of the majority of students is either at or 

above the expected level for their grade. As the children move through school from Pre-primary to Year 6 the 

spread of grades does widen (or flatten) and we can generally see a greater number of students at the A end 

and E end. This is, of course, very much dependent on the ability of the individual and the cohort. 

 

  

  

  

 

 

The goal of this school has been, and will continue 

to be, to extend students at all ages and levels to 

develop the necessary skills and knowledge to 

become effective members of their community. 

English and Mathematics will always be a priority 

in this school as it is through proficiency in these 

subjects that a child can begin to experience 

success in other areas.   
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ATTENDANCE 
 

Student Attendance at Marri Grove Primary School continues to be generally good in comparison with like 

schools and with all public schools, and this is consistent across all year levels. We continue to have students 

whose attendance is of concern and all members of staff are diligent at monitoring these children. Follow up is 

provided through the Deputy Principal – Engagement and Attendance. Maintaining strong attendance is 

reinforced with students and families, however we do have families who take their children out during term 

time for holidays. This continues to be an issue and as can be seen does impact on our overall data. An 

emergent issue appears to be families taking extended holidays overseas at the end of the year for family 

events. This then is running into returning late to school at the start of the following year. We will continue to 

monitor this and reinforce the value of regular attendance via the school’s communication processes. 

 

Priorities in the coming years will relate to reducing the percentage of students in the various At Risk 

categories, reducing the numbers of Unexplained absences and increasing the school’s overall attendance rate 

to over 95%. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Attendance Category  

  

 

 

Regular 

 

At Risk 
 

Indicated 
 

Moderate 
 

Severe 
 

 

 

 

2015 76.8% 16.5% 5.1% 1.3% 

 2016 77.1% 15.6% 6.4% 0.7% 

 

 

 

2017 75.4% 18.1% 5.1% 1.4% 

 Like Schools 2017 76.3% 16.7% 5.2% 1.9% 

 

 

 

WA Public Schools  77.0% 15.0% 6.0% 2.0% 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Non-Aboriginal Aboriginal Total  

 

School 
Like 

Schools 

WA 

Public 

Schools 

School 
Like 

Schools 

WA 

Public 

Schools 

School 
Like 

Schools 

WA 

Public 

Schools 

 

2015 93.3% 92.6% 93.8% 88.2% 84.9% 81.2% 93% 92.1% 92.7%  

2016 93% 92.6% 93.7% 91.8% 85.9% 80.7% 93% 92.2% 92.6%  

2017 92.7% 93.3% 93.8% 90.8% 85.3% 81.2% 92.6% 92.8% 92.7%  
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BEHAVIOUR 
 

The behaviour of students at Marri Grove Primary School is generally of an exceptionally high standard. 

Students are usually polite and courteous both to regular staff and to relief staff. It is a pleasure to take them 

to special events outside the school as they present a very good image of the school. 

 

In 2017, the school had an increase in the number of students receiving suspensions by comparison with 

recent years. This is disappointing as suspension should always be a last resort and for extreme incidents. The 

students who were suspended were in a range of year levels and were all boys. For the most part, suspensions 

were for physical reasons where students had been physically aggressive towards other students or staff. 

 

 Students 

Suspended 

Students 

Suspended % 

Total Number of 

Suspensions 

Total Days 

Suspended 

Average Days 

Suspended 

2017 5 <1.0 7 15 3.0 

2016 1 <1.0 1 1 1 

2015 9 1.2 21 38.5 1.8 

2014 18 2.7 30 70.5 2.4 

2013 14 2.1 37 74.0 2.0 

 

Restorative Practices, positive strategies, the recognition of students who continually do the right thing and 

rewarding all children for making good choices is the cornerstone of this school’s efforts with Behaviour 

Management. The school works to balance the management of negative behaviour by implementing positive 

programs that recognise and reward the vast number of students who do the right thing. 
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COMMUNITY SATISFACTION 
As part of the Fogarty EdVance program, staff, students and parents are surveyed annually in term one, with 

results presented to schools in three separate reports. The findings are summarised below: 

  

3 of the most important areas for improvement that were highlighted in the reports 

1. Leadership (5.5) is an area of great concern based on the TTFM survey. The results show that 

staff members generally need greater direction and support in their teaching. Observation in 

particular (3.7) is an area that needs work. We need to look carefully at how to improve all areas 

of leadership at all levels of the school. Technology (5.6) is also problematic, but this is possibly 

because at the time of the survey the school was experiencing issues with connectivity and this 

had a negative effect on access. 

2. There were few areas of the Student Survey that caused concern. Homework is not seen in a 

positive light, which could be due to a number of factors. Motivation starts to reduce by Year 6 

but general levels of motivation across the years is better than TTFM norms. Better, targeted 

intervention in Literacy and Numeracy is highlighted as in greater participation of girls in most 

areas. While it is generally true that the learning climate of the school is viewed in a positive light, 

this is an area that needs attention. 

3. Low response rate is the first issue with the Parent Survey. Responses were generally positive 

across the board. Timeliness of school events (6.2), being informed about opportunities 

(6.1), and access to extra-curricular activities (6.0), are all areas that scored relatively low. 

3 strengths that our school should celebrate and continue to focus on: 

 Collaboration (7.2) is a relative strength. Teachers communicate well with each other and peer 

feedback is an area that is gradually being introduced. The school has a strong learning culture 

(7.7). From the survey, it would appear that this is seen as driven by teaching staff. Staff see 

Marri Grove as an inclusive school (7.9) that supports the learning needs of students well. 

Targeted support and assistance for low performing students by classroom teachers is low by 

comparison – 6.3.  

 Student engagement is good. Students feel supported by their peers and feel that their 

relationships are strong. Education is valued across Years 4.5 and 6 and is consistent with the 

TTFM norms. Students generally feel that there is someone at school who can support them and 

in this area the school is above TTFM norms at all year levels. 

 Parents are generally happy with the work the school does. The school ranks toward the middle 

of C4 schools across the board. The school is seen to be welcoming and teachers are 

approachable and accessible. Classroom management is considered to be good and routines in 

classes are well in place 
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1 12,133.00$                    12,610.15$                    

2 102,906.40$                  103,936.59$                  

3 10,200.00$                    7,227.28$                       

4 6,391.00$                       7,895.55$                       

5 2,700.00$                       -$                                 

6 -$                                 -$                                 

7 -$                                 -$                                 

8 22,808.00$                    25,777.88$                    

9 9,012.00$                       9,012.00$                       

10 -$                                 -$                                 

11 Farm Revenue (Ag and Farm Schools only) -$                                 -$                                 

12 -$                                 -$                                 

166,150.40$                  166,459.45$                  

208,197.80$                  208,197.80$                  

Student Centred Funding 334,499.25$                  337,358.50$                  

708,847.45$                  712,015.75$                  

-$                                 -$                                 

708,847.45$                  712,015.75$                  

Locally Raised Funds131,669.57$     

Student Centred Funding337,358.50$     

Other Govt Grants -$                   

Other  25,777.88$       

Transfers from Reserves9,012.00$         

503,817.95$     

1 28,258.00$                    27,605.27$                    

2 11,000.00$                    10,554.84$                    

3 213,962.00$                  158,324.86$                  

4 124,940.00$                  134,768.21$                  

5 219,071.50$                  218,421.18$                  

6 11,170.00$                    13,218.10$                    

7 -$                                 -$                                 

8 21,151.00$                    20,240.54$                    

9 25.00$                             25.00$                             

10 -$                                 -$                                 

11 -$                                 -$                                 

12 Farm Operations (Ag and Farm Schools only) -$                                 -$                                 

13 Farm Revenue to CO (Ag and Farm Schools only) -$                                 -$                                 

14 Camp School Fees to CO (Camp Schools only) -$                                 -$                                 

629,577.50$                  583,158.00$                  

-$                                 -$                                 

629,577.50$                  583,158.00$                  

79,269.95$                    

Bank Balance 237,618.35$                                 
Made up of: -$                                                

1 General Fund Balance 128,857.75$                                 
2 Deductible Gift Funds -$                                                
3 Trust Funds -$                                                
4 Asset Replacement Reserves 91,205.95$                                   
5 Suspense Accounts 3,542.65$                                     
6 Cash Advances 17,030.00$                                   
7 Tax Position 3,018.00-$                                     

237,618.35$                                 

Revenue from Co, Regional Office and Other Schools

Marri Grove PS
Financial Summary as at

Actual

31 December 2017

Other Revenues

Commonwealth Govt Revenues

BudgetRevenue - Cash & Salary Allocation

Voluntary Contributions

Charges and Fees

Fees from Facilities Hire

Residential Operations

Total Locally Raised Funds

Fundraising/Donations/Sponsorships

Opening Balance

Total Cash Funds Available

Camp School Fees (Camp Schools only)

Expenditure - Cash and Salary

Payment to CO, Regional Office and Other Schools

Administration

Lease Payments

Utilities, Facilities and Maintenance

Professional Development

Transfer to Reserve

Transfer from Reserve or DGR

Residential Accommodation

Other State Govt/Local Govt Revenues

Other Expenditure

Buildings, Property and Equipment

Curriculum and Student Services

Total Salary Allocation

Total Funds Available

ActualBudget

Total Bank Balance

Cash Position as at:

Residential Boarding Fees to CO (Ag Colleges only)

Cash Budget Variance

Total Forecast Salary Expenditure

Total Expenditure

Total Goods and Services Expenditure
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ACCOUNTS 
 

 

 


